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Abstract

We focus on the problem of video shot interpretation by
making use of perceptual grouping principles on the vi-
sual primitives (2D blobs) in a video shot. We present a
novel scheme for modeling the homogeneous regions in the
form of 2D blobs, that can be tracked easily across the
frames. We describe a novel spatio-temporal perceptual
grouping scheme, applied on blobs, that makes use of spec-
ified temporal consistency model. The grouping results in
blob cliques or perceptual clusters or subjects in the scene.
A high level semantic interpretation of scenes is done using
the principle of Perceptual Prominence of temporal behav-
iors of the perceptual clusters.

1. Introduction

We develop here an empirical computational model for
classifying a video scene into two broad categories: subject-
centric scenes, that have one or few prominent subjects,
and, frame-centric scenes, where none of the subjects can be
attributed a high prominence and hence the entire frame is
a subject of interest. We identify the subjects using percep-
tual grouping principles in spatio-temporal domain, where
we use a temporal consistency model for grouping. The ap-
plication of temporal consistency or coherence in grouping
is motivated from the Gestalt’s law of common fate which
states that entities having a coherent behaviour in time are
likely to be parts of the same organization or group. The
associations between visual patterns (primitive entities) in
2-D visual domain are formulated on gestalt principles like
similarity, proximity, adjacency, etc. These associations
lead to a strong grouping only when, also, consistency is
observed in time. There has been prior work [4],[5] on per-
ceptual grouping in spatio-temporal domain using motion
cues, but, none of these works attempt to explicitly model
temporal coherence. Once the perceptual clusters or sub-
jects in the scene have been identified, we compute the Per-
ceptual Prominence [2] of the subjects given a specified set

of perceptual attributes, and, a prominence function mod-
elled as a belief network. Perceptual Prominence of sub-
jects is computed after the analysis of the entire scene con-
tent and subject behaviours. Unlike visual saliency (in con-
text of bottom up visual attention [3]) which is the saliency
or prominence in relation to the immediate sensory expe-
rience, Perceptual Prominence deals with the prominence
arising as a result of “perceiving”, ie, the cognitive interest
coming up as a result of the awareness and understanding
of the complete visualization space (2D + time).

The next section describes our novel strategy for mod-
eling the homogeneous regions in the form of 2D blobs.
Section 3 describes the parameters for our belief network
based temporal consistency model. We then describe sev-
eral prominence models and scene interpretation models
and demonstrate their efficacy through experiments.

2. Video Data Clustering

We use K-means clustering on the CIE-LUV color data
of the pixels in a video stack consisting of 15 frames for
identifying primitive blobs. Unlike [1], we do not include
the (x,y,t) coordinates of pixel data to avoid smoothing of
segmentation across color boundaries and to reduce com-
putational costs due to high dimensionality. Since using the
BIC(Bayesian Information criteria) for deciding the num-
ber of clusters in K-means doesn’t normally lead to satis-
factory clusters (as also noted by [1]), we use a conserva-
tive estimate of K (typically 10 to 15) so that the regions of
interest get separated out from the background. Once the
color planes (given by the cluster centres) for a video stack
have been identified, we perform for each frame, an EM
(Expectation Maximization) training on the pixels belong-
ing to a particular color plane. The number of Gaussians to
be trained depends on the number of significantly large con-
nected components present in the frame for that color plane.
Hence, in effect, we model each connected component with
a set of 2-D Gaussians. The number of 2D Gaussians re-
quired to model a given connected component region is the
one that gives the minimum BIC score for EM. Establishing



correspondence between regions across frames requires es-
tablishing correspondence between the blobs across frames,
within a stack and also across the stacks. The across-frames
matching of blobs belonging to a color plane is done based
on nearness of position and size parameters of blobs in a
particular frame to the subsequent frames in the stack. The
best match is taken to be the next instance of a blob. A chain
of such instances forms the trajectory of that blob within
that stack. Connection of blob trajectories across stacks is
done by matching of size and motion properties of a blob in
one stack to a subsequent one. When a blob gets occluded
for a few frames, it gets tracked when it re-appears again on
the basis of its similarity.

3. Spatio Temporal Grouping and the Tempo-
ral Consistency Model

The blobs identified in the previous section are the prim-
itive visual patterns considered in our work. These visual
patterns can be identified as the nodes

���
of a graph where

the links between the nodes represent the association at-
tributes. Since the patterns and the links have a temporal
behaviour, the graph is a spatio-temporal graph. The per-
ceptual clusters [2] are identified as cliques in the graph.
The grouping probability between a node and a clique is
computed using a specified model of temporal consistency.
We reproduce here the definition of temporal consistency
[2].

Let �����	��
������������������������� be a set of elementary pat-
terns. Let � � represent a vector of attributes that represent
the pattern � � . As noted above, the node attributes � � and
the association attributes � ��� � ���! #" (denoting the associa-
tion between node � � and clique �! ), must obey the model
of temporal consistency. Let $%� �&� � �'�  " be a vector of
attributes that define the temporal behaviour of � �&� � �'�  " .
Let $(� � be a set of attributes that define the temporal be-

haviour of attributes of pattern � � . Let )*�+�! 	" be the group-
ing measure for the clique �, that takes into account the
spatio-temporal attributes of the grouping.

Definition 1 A temporal consistency model defines a set
of temporal behaviour attributes $-� �&� � �'�. #" , $(� � for

�/�&� � �'�! #" and � � respectively, and also a function0/1 �	$2� �&� � ���! 	"3��$%� � �')*�4�#� � �657�! 	"'�98;: <=�?>A@ that gives
the grouping probability of a node � � with clique �! .

The identification of cliques is done as follows: Step1:
Form a new Clique if there are nodes that have no clique
label. Step2: Compute the grouping probability of every
node with all currently existing cliques. Step3: Relabel the
nodes for which the membership probability to an existing
clique becomes less compared to another clique. Step4: If
any node changes its label or there are unlabelled nodes,

then go to step 1. The process terminates when the clique
labels have stabilized.
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Figure 1. Belief Network for Temporal Consis-
tency.

For our purpose of identifying perceptual clusters in a
video scene, we model the temporal consistency function
using a belief network shown in Fig 1. In our formula-
tion, we consider that every clique �  has a generator,�CBAD �FE�GIH�J , which is the pattern that originates the forma-
tion of that clique. ��BAD �KE�GIH�J has the longest lifespan in
the clique �  . We approximate the association measure�/�&� � ���! #" to a form �/��� � ���CBAD �FE�GIH�J " . Hence the associa-
tion attribute vector � �&� � �'�. #" now represents the associa-
tion � �&� � ����BAD �KE�G H J " between pattern � � and the clique gen-
erator ��BAD �KE�G H J . We now discuss the parameters (the virtual
nodes in the Belief Network shown in Fig 1) of Temporal
Consistency model.

3.1. Adjacency Strength

We consider a node to be adjacent to a clique if it has
connectivity to the generator of the clique. Computing the
adjacency strength of a member to a clique is difficult since
a clique member can be connected to the generator through
various other clique members depending upon their geomet-
rical arrangement.

The adjacency strength of a node with a clique can be
computed as follows: The strength of a link between two
nodes

�-�
and

�  , with number of shared pixels � , can be
expressed relative to node

�L�
or node

�  and is denoted
for the two cases as M �  and M. � respectively. Let N � andNO be the number of boundary pixels for nodes

���
and

�  
respectively. We have M �  ����CPN � and M. � ���CPQNO . The
difference in M �  and M� � depends on the boundary sizes of
the two nodes. The initial adjacency strength � � of each
clique member

�-�
is computed as:

� � � RS  �T U=VWH?XY[Z]\�^�_ �#M
�  ��M  � �

However certain links may be at a critical position in the
clique, ie, their removal may cause other nodes to get dis-
connected from the clique. As shown in Fig 2(a), removal
of link between

� 
 and
� � may cause the nodes

� � , � � to



lose their adjacency to the clique. If this link were having a
weak strength then it should limit the adjacency strength of
the nodes

� � and
� � with the generator. Every link in the

clique is removed turn by turn and the adjacency strength� � of node
� �

with the clique is updated as:

� � �
���� ��� \�^�_ ��

� ��M����-��M���� � if removal of link between� � &
� � causes removal

of
�-�

� � otherwise

When the adjacency strength is more than a threshold (typi-
cally 0.2), the node is supposedly considered to have a qual-
ified adjacency with the clique. The overlap strength of a
node with a clique is given by the ratio of time instants for
which the adjacency strength is more than the threshold, to
the total lifespan of the clique.
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Figure 2. Illustrations for Section 3.

3.2. Clique bias for a Node

The clique bias signifies how much bias or affinity the
clique has towards a node. A node may be important for
the clique in the sense that it could facilitate the adjacency
of other nodes towards the clique, eg, referring to Fig 2(b)
, if node C were not a member of the clique, then A and
B would get disconnected for the temporal span when C is
missing. Hence the clique would apply a bias to C. The
clique bias to a node N has been formulated as the sum 	 of
missed temporal spans of nodes that get disconnected from
the clique when the node N is removed. The longer the ad-
jacency period of node with a clique and the more strategic
position it has (in terms of affecting the adjacencies of other
nodes through its absence), the more bias the clique has to-
wards that node. If 
 be the sum of temporal spans of all
members of the clique, then the clique bias is given by 	CP�
 .

3.3. Self bias of a Node

The Self bias of a node towards a clique is defined as
the fraction of the node’s adjacency period with the clique
lifespan. It signifies the node’s affinity towards a clique.
Hence even if a node has a small temporal span compared

to a given clique’s lifespan, but it happens to share an ad-
jacency to the clique for a temporal period that is a large
fraction of its life span, then that node will have a self bias
towards the clique. We incorporate self bias to account for
the nodes/regions that remain mostly occluded in the Per-
ceptual Cluster but show up for a small time span.

3.4. Configuration Stability

There are situations when the temporal consistency
model specifies that the relative geometrical configuration
of the patterns in the clique should remain stable. To com-
pute the configuration stability, we consider the generator to
be the reference node in the clique and compute the orien-
tations and positions of all other nodes relative to the gen-
erator. If the relative orientation of a node changes, then it
must lead to a low grouping probability of that node with
the clique.

Referring to Fig 2(c), the orientation of a node is com-
puted as the angle between the line joining the generator to
the node and a horizontal line through the generator. Let�� �

be the orientation of node
� �

at time instant � , with
� Z �

representing the initial orientation. Let � � � � � Z��� � �
, be

the change in orientation at time � compared to the initial
orientation. If for node

� �
, � � ��� � � �� ����� where � is

the tolerance for angle deviations, typically chosen >?<�� , it
implies that nodes

�-�
and

�  have had similar orientation
changes. If this holds for

�-�
and majority of other nodes�  , then the node

�-�
is taken to have a stable relative po-

sition in the clique. If the node
�L�

changes its orientation,
then � � � � � �  will be high for majority of the other nodes�  . We take the measure of configuration stability for a
node as the ratio > � ��� � ��� � � �� � "���� B PF> ��< .

3.5. Distance from the clique

A node boundary may not share adjacency with a clique,
but the two boundaries may maintain a close distance, with
the node sharing the same motion as the clique. We com-
pute the distance between a node boundary and a clique
boundary as follows. Let ! be a point on the boundary of
the node. Let "�# be the shortest distance of point ! to any
of the boundary point of the clique. Arrange the distances"�# for all ! in ascending order. The average of the top 15%
distances is taken as a measure of the boundary distance of a
node to the clique. In order to avoid computing the distance
between the boundary of a node to every other emergent
clique, we use the distance criteria for the final clique merg-
ing step, after the clique identification process is over. This
allows neighboring cliques to be merged if the distance be-
tween them is consistently small for a reasonable period in
the temporal overlap of the two cliques. The threshold to
be used depends on the sizes of the two cliques and the dif-



ference between the sizes of the two cliques. For two large
cliques, the distance threshold is kept very small to avoid
them merging. If the distance criteria is satisfied, then the
two cliques are merged to form a composite clique.

3.6. Results

The example in Fig 3 shows a few frames of a sampled
(5 frames/sec) sequence from a video shot where a person
walks down the stairs, turns left to the road, then turns right
and walks up the road and finally turns right. The frames
are not the original ones, but those obtained after K-means
color clustering using 10 centres. The foreground blobs
are identified as the ones that show a distinct motion com-
pared to the blobs near the frame boundary. Our assumption
that the background blobs would be near the frame bound-
ary holds correct for most of the scenes and allows a rea-
sonable estimation of camera motion. However for scenes
where there is no relative motion between the foreground
and the background, the foreground blobs have to be inter-
actively marked. Fig 3(A) shows the foreground blobs and
the cliques identified. The person initially holds his ruck-
sack at his shoulders and then brings it down as he walks.
Fig 3(A) shows the cliques identified using a temporal con-
sistency model where the configuration stability term was
not taken into account. Fig 3(B) shows the cliques when
the configuration stability term was also used. Since the
orientation of the rucksack changes, it gets excluded from
the person’s clique. Once the cliques are identified, we do
its motion analysis.

3.7. Motion Analysis: Epoch Identification

We follow a reasonable assumption that the motion of a
perceptual cluster or the clique is described by the motion
of the generator node of the clique, ie, the trajectory of the
centre of mass of the generator. Given a trajectory, we first
identify the epochs where there is a prominent change in the
direction of motion. The epochs are the prominent inflec-
tion points on the trajectory curve. An epoch is chosen as
the point on the curve segment that has the farthest perpen-
dicular distance from the line segment joining the end points
of the curve. The subdivision continues recursively for ev-
ery curve segment till the maximum perpendicular distance
of any point on the line becomes less than a threshold.

A motion trajectory may follow an almost uniform di-
rection or a zigzag movement for the lifespan of the clique.
We compute the zigzag measure of the trajectory in the
form of a belief function parametrized on the number of
motion epochs, average transition measure and displace-
ment fraction. We quantize all the directions into 8 promi-
nent directions, �" Z , �"F
 ,..., �" � as shown in Fig 2(d). The
gross trajectory length M � in a given direction �" � is the
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Figure 3. Illustrative Example

sum of the trajectory lengths from those epoch intervals that
have motion in direction �" � . The transition weight �

�  be-
tween directions, say, �" � and �" is the minimum number
of steps required to go from �" � to �"Q . Referring to Fig
2(d), � Z�� is 3 and �O��� is 4. The transition measure of an
epoch where the direction changes from �" � to �" is given by
�
�  �� � \�^�_ ��M

� ��M  "�P \
	�
 �&M � ��M  " " . The average transition

measure for a given trajectory is the average of the transi-
tion measures of all the epochs. The displacement fraction
is given by the fraction of the displacement, from the start
uptill the end point of the trajectory, to the total trajectory
length. The belief network and the probability tables show-
ing the dependence of motion zigzag measure on the param-
eters are shown in Fig 2(e,f).

4. Perceptual Prominence Models for Fore-
ground Subjects

In our previous work [2] we have given a formal defini-
tion of Perceptual prominence. Briefly, it is the contextual
perceptibility of a cluster under a specified interpretation (or
prominence model) that is parametrized on a set of percep-
tual attributes. For our purpose we have used the follow-
ing attributes for computing the prominence: motion type,



amount of motion, size, lifespan. For a given scene, the
prominence of the subjects can be computed based on the
overall shot based characterization of these attributes over
the entire life span. This is called the Global Prominence.
However, if we compute the prominence of a subject for ev-
ery frame, based on the attributes local to that frame, then it
is called the Local Prominence. For computing local promi-
nence, we take into account the size of the subject in that
frame. Amount of motion (speed) is taken to be the average
motion for the epoch interval in which that frame lies. The
lifespan is not considered while computing the local promi-
nence. Using different interpretations of Prominence we get
different Prominence models as we discuss here.

4.1. Prominence Models

We use a belief network (Fig 4(a)) to model the function�
. The nodes are virtual and signify the attributes on which

the Prominence model is parametrized. For our purpose, we
have formulated 4 different Global Prominence models:
1. No Motion( ��� 
 ): Clusters show little or no motion.
2. Motion in a uniform direction, Small lifespan( ��� � ):
The direction of motion mostly remains constant. For such
trajectories, the zigzag measure is small. Also, smaller
lifespan lead to larger prominence.
3. Motion in a uniform direction, Large lifespan( ��� � )
4. Zigzag Motion( ����� ): Higher zigzag for the trajectory.
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Figure 4. Belief Network for a Prominence
Model.

The conditional probability tables used for these promi-
nence models are shown in Fig 4(b).

4.2. Contextual Prominence

The prominence computed for cluster �  without tak-
ing the context into account (ie assuming that only �* is
present), is called its self prominence measure

����+H . Let
�� �� H

be the self prominence for clusters �  according to some
prominence model 	 . We omit the superscript 	 for simplic-
ity. The presence of some other cluster � � , with a promi-

nence difference �2� � � � H � � � V � , affects the prominence of�! by a penalty factor that is:

��
[ � �
� ��P �� � V if

�� � H � �� � V� � ��� V PF� ���+H � ���+H�" if
����+H��6� ���� V

That is if
�� � V is larger than

�� � H then it leads to a larger
penalty factor and if it is a smaller, it leads to a smaller
penalty factor on

�� � H . The contextual prominence � � H is

given by
�� � H ��� S � XY  �4> � ��
[ � " .

5. Scene Interpretation

A scene comprises of several perceptual clusters (hence
forth referred to as subjects). The type of a scene is de-
termined by the composition of the scene (subjects and
background) and the dynamics (in behaviour and appear-
ance) of its constituents. We interpret a scene into two
broad categories: Subject Centric and Frame Centric. Sub-
ject centric scenes contain fewer subjects with independent
spatio-temporal interactions. The subjects normally exist
for most of the duration of the shot. Frame centric scenes
contain multiple subjects that may be engaged in a group
specific activity or independent activities. For our purpose
of scene classification, we ignore the implications of the
change in the photometric (appearance) properties and con-
sider only the behavioural dynamics of the subjects. Every
scene type dictates a specific composition and behavioural
model for its constituent subjects. The subjects’ perceptual
attributes should show adherence to that scene-type-specific
behaviour model (henceforth referred to as the scene in-
terpretation model or simply the scene model ��� ). The
behavioural specifications on subjects, dictated by a scene
model, can be translated to prominence values of subjects
for a set of prominence models. The gross adherence of the
subjects to a prominence model ��� � can be computed as
the average � ���� B of the prominence values of all subjects.
However, instead of taking into account all the subjects, we
consider only a subset of all subjects, � �� � B � � , that have the
higher values of prominence. We look for the best adher-
ence to model ��� � , rather than the gross adherence. But
the question is how many subjects should be considered to
compute the best average prominence? Instead of relying on
any threshold on prominence values to determine the sub-
jects that can be considered in set � �� � B � � , we determine
the best number of clusters as the one that gives the maxi-
mum scene probability accounted only by that prominence
model (ie given the � ���� B and � � for the set � �� � B � � ). The
formal algorithm is as follows:

Let �%� ���� , � ���� ���?�=� ���� � be the prominence values ob-
tained by applying a given prominence model ��� � . We
sort the prominence values in descending order, ie, the clus-
ters that gather higher prominence according to the given



model will occur first. Given this prominence vector, we
generate a new prominence vector that has, at every posi-
tion, the average of the prominences upto that position. This
cumulative average vector is �� ���� B � �	� ���� , �&� ������ � ���� "�P�� " ,
. . . ��� �� � � �?��� � � �� � "�P �C"3� .
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Figure 5. Framework for Scene Interpretation.

The scene model ��� specifies the belief in the scene,
given a set of parameters. We parametrize the model ��� on�#� ���� B � � � � where � ���� B is one of the average values in �� ���� B
and � � is the corresponding number of prominence values
used for computing � ���� B . We choose only that particular� ���� B that makes the scene probability maximum. The over-
all belief in a scene is computed using a belief network (Fig
5(a)) where there is a virtual node corresponding to each
set �#� ���� B � � � � for all the Prominence models applied to the
scene.

We further subcategorize our two broad scene categories
based on subject motion type: zigzag motion, uniform di-
rection motion and little/no motion. Some generic types of
scenes (named SC1, SC2, SC3, FC1, FC2, FC3) are listed
in Fig 5(b). Conditional probability tables for one of the
scene model SC3 are shown in Fig 5(c).

6. Results and Conclusions

Fig 6 shows five scene examples with the foreground
blobs and the cliques identified in those scenes. The tra-
jectories of the subjects(cliques) are also shown. The scene
E is of two persons walking. The motion comes due to their
wobble as they walk. However, their trajectories are con-
fined to small areas. The table in Fig 6 shows the probabili-
ties with which a given scene affirms to each of the possible
scene interpretations. The examples shown are representa-
tive of the type of scene they belong to.
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Frame 16 Frame 29 Blobs−16 Cliques−16
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Figure 6. Results

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our grouping
paradigm and prominence models in obtaining high level
scene interpretations. A generic interpretation of a scene
is helpful for generating a semantic description of a video
shot in terms of its subjects and their interactions or group
specific activities. This offers a powerful base for semantic
transcoding since the scene interpretation tells us where lies
the actual information in the scene.
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